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On the convergence properties of weakly multiplicative systems 
F. MORICZ 
To my teacher Professor K. Tandori on his 50th birthday 
§ 1. Results 
In this paper (X, si, n) will be a measure space with a er-finitenon-negative 
measure .¡i, unless otherwise stated. Let {</>,•} be a system of measurable functions 
defined on X and taking on real values. The crucial property of the system {</>,} 
which will be used in the proofs is the fact that it is "weakly multiplicative" in the 
sense that the integrals J(p^cp^ ... (p^d/x2) are small if i\, i2, ..., ir are different 
integers for a fixed even integer r, r s 4 . More exactly, set 
h.i* ir = f <Ph<Pt, ••• Vir^ 
and denote by Br the infinite vector whose components are ,-2 , where h,i2, ..., ir 
simultaneously run over the integers satisfying only the condition 1 
The notion of weak multiplicity is understood in the sense that the symmetric and 
absolute norm of Br in lq is finite: 
where q is a fixed number, 1 The purpose of the present paper is to obtain 
Received July 14, 1975. 
J) If the measure // is not u-finite, then instead of the original measure space ( X , si, //) consider 
its restriction to the union Xr of the supports of the integrable functions tp, ( i= 1, 2, . . . ) of the system 
in question. It is clear that n is a-finite on X, and concerning the problem of convergence the set 
X \ X t is irrelevant. 
2) For the sake of simplicity we do not indicate the arguments of functions; we write <p,f etc. 
instead of <p(x),f(x), etc., unless this causes any confusion; we write J<pdn and Lr instead of Jtpdfi 
X 
and Lr(X,si,n), respectively; we also say "almost everywhere" (in abbreviation: a.e.) instead of 
"//-almost everywhere". 
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somewhat stronger results than those of GAPOSKIN [ 6 ] , KOMLÓS and RÉVÉSZ [ 9 ] 
under less restrictive conditions. 
Throughout the paper r will denote an even integer, r S 4 , p will denote a real 
number, 1 </>^2, while q will denote the "complementary" exponent, i.e., 
l/p+l/q—l. Besides them, C, Cr, Cr>p, C*p, etc. will denote positive constants, not 
necessarily the same at each occurrence. Furthermore, K, Kt, and K2 will denote 
positive numbers, which are (upper or lower) bounds of the integrals of the appro-
priate power of functions in question. 
We recall here the well-known notion of y r system [7, pp. 243—246]: a system 
{(Pi) belonging to Lr is said to be an i f r system if for every sequence {c(} of real 
numbers and for every positive integer n the inequality 
(i.i) f [ A C i q > $ d i i - C r [ A i * ) ' 
holds.3) Let us introduce the following generalization of this notion. We say that 
{<?,} is an p system if for every sequence {c j and for every integer n we have 
V ( „ VI P 
/1 
In the study of the convergence of series 2ct (Pi> where {cp;} is a weakly multipli-
cative system ("direct theorems") a result of Erdős—Steckin (as far the proof, see 
GAPOSKIN [4, pp. 28—31]) and its generalization, due to TJURNPÜ [15], play a key 
role: If {(pi) is an i f r p system and if c > / ) > l , then there exists another constant C*p 




(1.2) f max \2c,(Pi\dfi ^ C*p 
1 SkSn 
. 4-also holds true. ) 
Making use of this result we can arrive in a routine way at the following assertion: 
Every ¿Pr p system is an unconditional convergence system (UCS) for lp if r>p>~ 1. 
This means that every series 2ci<Pi with 2\ci\P<cc' convergent a.e. in every 
arrangement of its terms. Furthermore, (1.2) yields also the slightly stronger assertion 
that, under the above conditions, the maximum of the moduli of the partial sums 
of 2ci''Pi belongs to Lr in every arrangement of the terms. 
Our main direct theorem reads as follows. 
3) The notion of system is defined for any positive number r, but when r is not an even 
integer, on the left-hand side of (1.1) we must have f \ 2 ci<Pt\rd/i. J 1=1 
4) The case p=2 is due to Erdos (/-=4) and Steckin (/•>2), while the general case 1 
was treated by Tjurnpu. 
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T h e o r e m 1. Let r be an even integer, r S 4 , let p be a real number, l<ps2, 
and let q be defined by l/p + l/q=l. Let {<p,} be a system offunctions in Lr for which 
(1.3) f t f d n ^ K ( / = 1 ,2 , . . . ) 
and 
(1-4) ||Sr ||S = 2 I f(pil<ph:..<pirdfi\>^~. 
Then {(pi) is an i f r v system. 
Consequently, {<p;} is an UCS for lp and the maximum of the moduli of the partial 
sums of 2ctq>, with 2\ci\P<°° belongs to Lr in every arrangement of the terms. 
We point out that in Theorem 1 the stipulation on p is essential. In other words, 
if condition (1.4) is required to hold for a q such that 1 <q<2, this stronger condition 
does not imply the a.e. convergence of 2ct(Pi for any {cj}6/p\/2 in the case when 
p > 2 . The reason is that the converse of Theorem 1, under a natural further assumption 
on the lower boundedness of Jcp^dp. ( /=1 , 2, ...), is also true. If the series 2ct(Pi 
converges at the points of a set of positive measure, then 2 C 1 ' s finite. We shall 
prove much more general theorems, too. 
In the sequel we restrict ourselves to the case r=4. This case illuminates the 
general situation well enough. 
In the study of the divergence of series 2ci<Pi> where {<p,} is a weakly multipli-
cative system ("converse theorems") the following inequality if of basic importance. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let {(pt} be a system of functions in Li for which 
(1.5) ¡ ( p f d t i ^ K ( / = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
(1.6) ||54||1 = 2 [ f <Pi<Pk<Pi(Pmdttf < 
and 
(1.7) Kxti JcpUn^K, (/>;„), 
F 
where F is a set of positive and finite measure, and let. S be a positive number. Then 
there exists an integer n0 such that for any sequence {cf} of numbers and for any integer 
« Sn0 we have 
(1.8) ( 1 - 5 ) * ! 2 cf S / ¡ 2 c ^ X d n s (1 + 5 ) K 2 2 c l 
' = "0 F (i=n0 ) '="0 
We note that the second inequality of (1.7) is a consequence of (1.5) with K2= 
= [Kfi (F)]1'2, because of /i (F) < oo. 
We shall consider an arbitrary linear method of summation defined by a doubly 
infinite matrix T*=(xm„), whose elements satisfy the first and third conditions of 
9 A 





All linear methods of summation used in analysis are T* methods. Set 
oo n 
tm = S„ = 2Ci<Pi-
/1 = 1 i = 1 
We say that the series ^ c . ep; is T* summable to a limit s if the T* mean tm tends to 
s as w— oo. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let {<p,} be a system offunctions in Li satisfying conditions (1,5), 
(1.6), and 
(1.11) l iminf f t f d l * > 0, 
E 
where E is a set ofpositive measure. If a series 2ci <Pi T* summable or, more generally, 
its T* means are bounded on E, then 2C1 " finite. 
The following proposition immediately follows f rom Theorems 1 and 3. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. If the system {<p,} satisfies (1.5), (1.6), and (1.11) holds for every 
set E of positive measure, then any series 2ci(Pi ' s a-e- convergent or a.e. not T* 
summable in any arrangement of its terms, according as the series finite or not. 
In probability theory this fact is called the law of zero or unity. 
For certain problems it is desirable to have a similar result in the case, when 
only one-sided boundedness of the T* means is supposed. Before stating our next 
result in an explicit form, we introduce the following notation. Set 
R m i = \ 2 « m n 0 ' = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . n — i 
It is obvious that the mean tm can be rewritten into the form 
tm = 2am„S„ = 2 RmiCiVi-
n = 1 ¡ = 1 
6) The second condition of regularity, which is neglected in our paper reads as follows: the 
sums 2 LA»IN|are bounded (m= 1, 2,...). As to the notion of regularity, see, e.g., ZYGMUND[16, p. 74]. 
n = l 
l ima m n = 0 ( » = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
m-*-oo 
oo 
lim 2*mn = 1-
m ~ * o o n = l 
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It can be easily seen from (1.9) and (1.10) that 
(1.12) lim Rmi = 1 ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
T h e o r e m 4. Let be a system of functions in Lx satisfying conditions (1.5) 
and (1.6); furthermore, assume that (1.11) holds for every set E of positive measure. 
If is not finite, then the set of points x at which 6) 
c w 
0.13) l i m r ~ V = ° m-*-oo 
2Kic] 
holds, is of measure zero. 
* r 
We remark that the sum in brackets is finite by virtue of Theorem 3 provided, 
that the series defining tm(x) converges on a set of positive measure. From (1.12) 
it follows immediately that the denominator of (1.13) tends to as m — °°. Hence 
Theorem 4 implies 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4, and if the T* means of 2ci(Pt 
are bounded from above (or from below) on a set of positive measure, then 2C1 ' s 
finite. 
§ 2. Historical comments 
Let {<Pi} be a system of measurable functions on ( X , si, fi), ¡x ( X ) < °o, such that 
(Pi£Lq for every q=2, or, in particular, let <pt be essentially bounded ( / = 1 , 2, ...). 
In this section we assume that 
(2.1) J(pidn = 0 and f tfdn = 1 (/ = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
The following definitions7) were introduced by ALEXITS [ 1 , pp. 1 8 6 — 1 8 7 ] : 
{(Pi) is said to be 
(i) a multiplicative system (MS) if 
/(Ph'Ph ... (pikdn = 0; 
(ii) a strongly multiplicative system (SMS) if 
/<pi;<p% ...<p%dn = 0, 
6) Here /¿,=max (0, tm). 
') In earlier papers the underlying measure space ( X , si, ft) was a special probability space: 
*=[0,1], si is the class of the Borel subsets of [0,1], and ft is the Lebesgue measure on it. 
9* 
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where a l 5 a2 , ..., ak can be equal to 1 or 2 but at least one of them is equal to 1; 
(iii) an equinormed strongly multiplicative system (ESMS) if 
f <p%(pfl... dp=J tfl dfi f q>V; dfi... Jcp%dn, 
where a 1 ; a 2 , . . . , ak can be equal to 1 or 2. In all these three definitions: 1 
...<ik, k=2, 3, ... . 
Making use of the method of the Lebesgue functions, ALEXITS [la] (see also 
ALEXITS and TANDORI [ 3 ] ) proved the following 
T h e o r e m A. If {<p,} is a uniformly bounded ESMS, then the condition 
(2.2) ¿c?< -
¡ = 1 
implies the a.e. convergence of the series 
( 2 - 3 ) Z C I < P I . 
i = 1 
Later ALEXITS and SHARMA [2] showed that Theorem A remains valid in the 
case when {(¡5,} is only a uniformly bounded MS. A simpler proof of this assertion 
was found by PRESTON [ 1 2 ] . ' 
Obviously any independent system of random variables defined on a probability 
space (X, si, n) and satisfying (2.1) is an ESMS. A classical Kolmogorov theorem 
states that if the random variables (p1,(p2, ... are independent with expectation 0 
and variance 1, then condition (2.2) implies the a.e. convergence of (2.3). Therefore, 
even the theorem of Alexits and Tandori would be much stronger than Kolmogorov's 
theorem if the condition of uniform boundedness could be dropped. 
The first step toward this direction was made by RÉVÉSZ [13]. 
T h e o r e m B. Suppose that 
(2.4) f r f d n ^ K ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
and 
f (pf(pk<p,dfi = f (pj<pkdfi = f (pi(pk(p,<pmd[i = f(pi(pk(p,dn = J(Pi<Pk d[i = 0, 
where i, k, I, m are different integers. Furthermore, let {c(} be a sequence for which 
there exists an integer s such that 
( 2 . 5 ) Z C V L D ) < 
;=i 
where ls(i) means the sth iterate of log i.8) Then the series (2.3) converges a.e.. 
8) I.e., /,(/) is defined by the following recurrence relation: / s ( i )= / ( / s _ l (0 ) if where 
/ ( 0 = / , ( 0 = l o g ' if ' ^ 2 , and = l i f 0 < / < 2 . . 
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Condition (2.5) is not very far from condition (2.2). This fact suggested the 
conjecture that (2.5) can be replaced by (2.2). This was shown by GAPOSKIN [5], 
under weaker assimptions on {<pj. 
T h e o r e m C. Suppose that condition (2.4), 
(2.6) f(pi(pk<pl(pmdn = 0, 
and 
(2.7) f(p2i(pk<pldn = 0 
hold, where i, k, I, m are different integers. Then {<p¡} is an S^ system. 
KOMLÓS and RÉVÉSZ [9] observed that condition (2.7) can be omitted. 
T h e o r e m D. Under conditions (2.4) and(2.6), {(p¡) is an system. 
We note that this fact was essentially formulated previously by SERFLING [14], 
but we think his proof is not complete. At the same time, independently of the above 
authors, GAPOSKIN [6] also obtained similar results. 
T h e o r e m E. If 
(2.8) J t f d n ^ K ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
and 
(2.9) f cph(ph ... <ptrdn = 0 (1 =S /X < /2 < ... < /,), 
where r is an even integer, 4, then {<?,•} is an SPr system. 
In addition, Gaposkin pointed out that the vanishing of the integrals in (2.9) 
is of no relevance, only their ."relative smallness" is needed. 
T h e o r e m F. Suppose that (2.8) holds and there exists a non-negative function 
/(0 (/=1,2, ...) such that 
|J<ph<ph ... <pird¡x\ min { / ( / 2 - / J , / ( / 4 - / 3 ) , ...,f(ir-ir-1)} 
for every l s / j - ^ c ...c/r and 
(2.10) ¿ ' ' ( r - 2 ) / 2 / ( 0 < oo, 
¡=1 
where r is an even integer, r^ 4, then {<p¡} is an system. 
We mention that in [9] KOMLÓS and RÉVÉSZ also stated this result for r=4. 
Our Theorem 1 evidently contains Theorem D and Theorem E even in the 
special case p=2. Theorem 1 and Theorem F are incomparable, as no one of the 
conditions (1.4) and (2.10) implies the other. 
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Inequality (1.1) expressing the property of a system is valid for a large class 
of independent random variables and is a classical result of probability theory. 
Furthermore, it is well-known for lacunary trigonometric series9) (cf. [16, p. 215]). 
In the case of multiplicative systems, inequality (1.1) was proved first by the present 
author [10]. 
T h e o r e m G. Let {(¡»¡I be a uniformly bounded SMS and let q be any positive 
number. Then for every sequence {c;} and for every integer n we have 
ql2 
2ci<pi 
Í " V'2 r 
¡=i 
V = cq\ 2 cl Vi = l 
Now we provide a brief review on the converse results. The first such result is 
also due to ALEXITS [L , p. 1 9 4 ] . 
T h e o r e m H.10) Suppose that conditions (2.6), (2.7), and 
(2.11) f t f c p l d i i = 1 
are satisfied, where i and k are different integers, furthermore, for every set E of positive 
measure the relation 
( 2 . 1 2 ) / tfdfi^ Klti(E) (i > *0) 
E 
holds. If the series (2.3) is summable on a set ofpositive measure by a regular summation 
method that is finite with respect to the rows, then its coefficients satisfy condition (2.2). 
Later ALEXITS and SHARMA [ 2 ] showed that Theorem H is true if condition ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
is replaced by the condition of uniform boundedness of {<pf}. 
The present author proved [11] that if (2.4) holds, then condition (2.11) yields 
(2.12) with a constant More precisely, our result reads as follows. 
T h e o r e m I. Suppose we are given a set E of positive measure and a positive 
number <5. Under conditions (2.4), (2.6), (2.7), and (2.11) there exists an integer n0 
such that for any sequence {c,} and for any integer n £ n 0 we have 
(1 -S)n(E) 2 <f S / f 1 CiCpXdfi ^ (1 +d(fi(E) 2 cl 
»=«0 E l'="0 ) '="0 
The trigonometric series 2 c o s "k'+bk sin nk t) is said to be lacunary if nk's are integers 
k = l 
and nk+1/nkïsq=-1 (k= 1, 2,...). 
10) Here we give the original theorem of Alexits with a slight modification. It is evident from his 
proof that this modification also holds true. This remark relates also to Theorem I. 
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Furthermore, if the T* means of the series (2.3) are bounded on a set ofpositive measure, 
then condition (2.2) holds. 
KOMLÓS [ 8 ] observed that conditions ( 2 . 7 ) and ( 2 . 1 1 ) are superfluous. 
T h e o r e m J. Suppose that satisfies conditions (2.4), (2.6), and 
lim inf f cp2 d\i > 0 
E 
for every set E of positive measure, then the convergence of (2.3) on any set of positive 
measure implies (2.2). 
Obviously, Theorem 3 contains Theorem J even in the special case of convergence, 
and Theorem 4 is a generalization of a result of ZYGMUND [16, p. 205]. We note 
that an intermediate step of generalization of Zygmund's theorem referred to above 
appeared in [11]. 
We remark that all the theorems mentioned, except Theorem J, was originally 
stated for finite measure spaces, in spite of the fact that finiteness is essential only in 
the proof of Theorem A. 
o 
§ 3. Proof of Theorem 1 
The following lemma is of fundamental significance in establishing direct theo-
rems of convergence. 
L e m m a 1. Let a1,a2, ...,an be real numbers, let r be an integer, 2, and letp 
be a positive real number, p ^2. Set 
n ( n YIP 
s = 2 < * i , s P = [ Z h l ' j -
and 
Tr = .. 2 ahah ••• air-
Then 
I S ' - H T i l s C i S i + W - 1 } . 
This lemma immediately follows from that of GAPOSKIN [6] if we take into con-
sideration that 
S 2 s S p ( 0 < / > s 2 ) 
and that for any positive numbers a and b the inequality 
cf-1b + cf-2b2+ ... +a2lf~2 y(r-2)(ar + abr~1) 
holds. 




P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. By virtue of Lemma 1 we have 
/ S ' r f / i S Cr{JS'pdn+f Sp\Sridti} + rl\f Trdn 
where A, Sp, and Tr are defined as follows: 
( . yip 
s=2wi> s, = [ZkwlpJ > 
chch ••• CirfVhVh ••• <Pir dv~ 
Using Minkowski's inequality and (1.3), we obtain: 
fs-pdfi = f ( i \ctq>,\== 2 {f Ic,<p,r dn)plr 
2 \ crifcpidfi)"1^ 
Now Holder's inequality gives that 
fs,\sr-*d» - { ¡ s ; d ^ ( J s j d f i f - 1 ) l r s k«' [ 1 idi'J ( J s ' d p j 
Finally, we can estimate | JTrdfi\ in the following way: 
IfTrdfi\ S 2 k - CiJ<Ph - <PirM S 
'/p f „ V/p 
1 / p (r-l)/r 
2 | c , J ' . . . I c ^ ' t . 2 \ f < P h - < P t r 
s 11-8,11, ^ 2 k lp ) 
Putting this all together we obtain: 
Js'dn =s ( ¿ I c ^ ' f / 1 > / r } + 
Setting 
+ r ! | | 2 » r l U 2 W ' • 
rip 
Z — ( f S ' M 
f - 1 / p 2 k-lp M=i J 
provided that 2 W ^ O , we arrive at the inequality 
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Using the elementary fact that if for positive z, a, and b we have 
zr^azr~1 + b 
then 
z ^ a + b1/r, 
we get the desired inequality 
C n yip 
( f Srdn)Vr S {CrKllr + (CrK+ rl p , | | ¿ " ' J 1 2 kil'J . 
which expresses the Sf iP property of the system {(?,}. Thus Theorem 1 is proved. 
§ 4. Proof of two lemmas 
We begin with proving a Bessel type inequality for weakly multiplicative systems. 
We consider the generalized Fourier coefficients of a function / in L2 with respect 
to the system {<p¡(pk}, defined as follows: 
(4.1) y[k = ff(p¡<pk dn (z, k= 1 , 2 , . . . ; i ^ k). 
L e m m a 2. Let {<p¡} be a system offunctions in JL4 satisfying conditions (1.5) and 
(1.6). Then for any square integrable function f we have 
(4.2) 2 yfk = C f f 2 dn. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 2. The proof is similar to that of Bessel's inequality, well-
known in the theory of orthogonal series. We note that this lemma has already been 
formulated and proved by KOMLÓS [8] under more restricted conditions. 
We shall use the elementary identity 
n n n 
( 2 aikf = 2 2 2 aikaa- 2 <4 + 2 2 (a¡kalm + a¡,akm + aimakr). 
lsi^ksn i = lk = ll = i 1 si^ksn 1 Si<l<l<mS» 
k^i l^i 
Setting a¡k=y¡k(p¡(pk and taking into account (4.1), we obtain the inequality 
(4.3) O s f ( X f - 2 y ik<Pi<Pk)2d» = k2ff2dti-21 2 ll+ • 
n n n -
+ 2 2 2 y¡ky¡i I <P*<Pk<Pt dn- 2 y2k / q>2<Pkdn + 
i = l k = l l = l " l s i ^ k s n 
+ 2 2 (y¡k Vim + y u y km + y in, y a) fViVkViVmdn, 
l S i < t < l < » i S n 




Consider separately the third and the fifth sum on the right-hand side of (4.3). 
We remind that, under the conditions of Lemma 2, {<pf} is an system (p—2), 
by virtue of Theorem 1. Using the Buniakowski—Schwarz inequality, condition (1.5), 
and the ^ property of {<p;}, we obtain that 
n n n 
<4.4) St = 2 2 2 yikyu f <pt<pk<p, dfi = 2 J <Pi 
Z i f v l ' W " / n 2 y.k<pk k=l 




^ Kll2cl<2 2 2 yl = 2K1/2ci12 2 yl-
i=lk=l lsitksn 
Now applying the Cauchy inequality, from (1.6) it follows that 
2 y tk ytm f <Pl (pk <Pl <Pm dfl S [2 yfk yL]112 f 2{f <Pi<Pk <Pl <Pm dflf\1/2 5= 
1 Si<k<l<mSn J ' J 
2 ylyU112 ^ \m\2 2 yl-
l S i < i < l < m 5 n 1 5 i < f c S n 
Hence we find that 
<4.5) S2 = 2 2 (yik yim + 7» ykm + yim 7ki) f <pi (Pk (Pi (Pm dp-l s i<k<l<msn 
— 6 | |5 4 | | 2 2 A-lmiskmn 
Estimating the right-hand side of (4.3) by means of inequalities (4.4) and (4.5), 
•we arrive at ( 
A 2 / / 2 ^ - 2 A 2 ytk + S , - 2 y l f t f v l d f i + S , ^ 
1 sicken lSi<HSn 
^ A 2 / / 2 ^ - 2 ( A - A : ^ c r - 3 | | 5 4 | | 2 ) 2 yfk. 
l S i < l t S l l 
where the fourth sum on the right-hand side was simply omitted, being always 
non-negative. Choosing 
we get that 
A = 2(X1/2C41/2 + 3||54||2), 
2 P dfl = 2 (1P*G* + 31|2?4|[2) / / 2 dp. 
lSi^k^n 
Since this is true for all n, the assertion of Lemma 2 follows. 
In the proof of Theorem 4 we need 
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L e m m a 3. Let be a system of functions in L4 satisfying conditions (1.5) 
and (1.6), and let F be a measurable set of finite measure. Then 
(4.6) u ) 
¡=i V ' 
P r o o f of L e m m a 3. The proof can be carried out by using an argument 
similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2. For the sake of brevity, set 
yt= ftPidn (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
F 
Let us start again with the inequality 
0 = / ( ¿ - ¿ r ^ j V = AV (F) - 2k Z + 
n 
+ 2"?! ]<P*dn + 2 2 JiJk J <Pi<Pkdft, 
¡ = 1 p 1 S i < t S n p 
where X is a parameter and n is a fixed positive integer. 
The last sum on the right-hand side of this inequality can be estimated as follows. 
Using the Cauchy inequality we get that 
2 y i y k f c P i < P k d ^ [ 2 y h l ] 1 / 2 [ 2 { f c p i ( p k d f i ) Y ^ 
1 S K k S n / 1 V 
2 { ¡ W k d ^ Y Z y l 
By virtue of Lemma 2 we have 
^{/(PiVkdtif J fFdn = Cfi(F), 
which, combined with the preceding inequality, gives that 
s c1/2^1/2(F) 2 yl 
¡=i 
Hence we find that 
0 ^ X ^ ( F ) - 2 X Z y l + 2 y i [<PHH + 2S^ >=i 1=1 / 
;.V(F) - 2 - y J^V^F)"C1 / 2 / i1 / 2(F)J 2 v?> 
u ) Lemma 3 is true for any square integrable function whose support is of finite measure 
instead of the characteristic function XF of the set F. 
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where we took into account that by (1.5) 
JcpUd - K1/2n1/2(F). 
F F F 
Choosing 
k = (K112 + 2C1/2) /i1/2 (F), 
we get that 
¿ r N A/i(F) = (*1 / 2 + 2C1/2)/i3/2(F), 
i = 1 
and letting n — we obtain (4.6), which was to be proved. 
§ 5. Proofs of Theorems 2—4 
Using Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, the proofs of our converse theorems follow a 
standard way. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. We start with the inequality 
(5.1) f i 2 Ci<Pi\ & = 2 c? [(pfdpi + 2 2 ctck f<pi(pkdfi, p (i=n0 J i=n0 p n0Si-=SSlt p 
where n0 will be determined later. As for the first sum on the right-hand side of (5.1), 
by (1.7) we have 
(5.2) K, 2 cl == 2 c? f tfdfi 2 c?. 
i=n0 i=n0 p i~n0 
Let us estimate the second sum on the right-hand side of (5.1). Using the Cauchy 
inequality, t he modulus of this sum does not exceed 
(5.3) 2 [ 2 chlY'n 2 yK\ll2^2 2cf[ 2 yl]1/2, 
where 
Vik = f ( p ¡ ( p k d f i = f XF<P¡(pkdfJ. (i k ) . 
Since the characteristic function XF's square integrable, F being of finite measure, 
in virtue of Lemma 2 there exists an integer n0 such that 
(5.4) 2 
Hence if from (5.1)—(5.4) we can conclude inequality (1.8), which was 
to be proved. 
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I, P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3. We may suppose that E is a set of finite measure.12) 
By (1.11) there is a ^ > 0 , which can be taken, e.g., — lim inf J tfdfi, and a positive 
integer i1 for which E 
(5.5) J y f d f i ^ K ? (i > h). 
E 
The hypothesis is that for almost every x in E each of the series Zamnsn con-
n 
verges to a sum tm ( m = l , 2, ...), which tends to a finite limit or, more generally, 
bounded as mTherefore, we can find a subset Fof E with n(F)>0 and a positive 
number M such that 
(5.6) |fm(x)| ^ M (x<zF~, m = 1, 2, ...), 
and, in addition, the relation 
( 5 . 7 ) J Y F D N ^ K ( / > ¿ 0 
F 
also holds. The latter relation readily follows from (5.5) if n(E\F) is sufficiently 
small, because 
/ tfdp = f tfdp- f (Pfdfi S Kt-K^^iEXF), 
F • E E\F 
where we used (1.5) and the Buniakowskii—Schwarz inequality. 
Firstly we deal with the case when the summation matrix T* is row-finite. We 
apply Theorem 2 with d — y . Then there exists an integer n0 ( ^ « i ) such that (1.8) 
holds for every n ^ n 0 . Using the elementary inequality 
we get that 
(5.8) f t % d f i ^ j f | JRmicl(p^dfi- f p f R M ^ d f i , 
where the sum] 2 Rmici9inow has only a finite number of terms different f rom zero. 
i = n0 
According to (1.8) we have 
(5-9) / f ¡ | Rmi ct cpXdn 2 Ki cl 
F l,'=»0 J Z '="0 
12) Namely, let £ = U Et, where yu(£'()<~ ( i = i ; 2, ...). If relation (1.11) is not true for any 1=1 
E„ then, using the Cantor diagonal process, one can easily show that (1.11) is not true for E, either. 
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The second integral on the right-hand side of (5.8) can be estimated by using 
Minkowski's inequality as follows: 
"\2 [ftQ—l „ 
2 K i w A d f i * 2 
¡=i ) [¡=i F 
' n o — 1 
2 \RmMK^ i-1 
where we took into consideration that by (1.5) 
J<pfdLi^[f<ptdfi f dti]112 ^ [Kfi(F)]1/2 = K2. 
By virtue of (1.12) the inequality \Rmi\^2 holds for i = l, 2, . . . , /„— 1 if m is large 
enough. Therefore, continuing the above argument, for such rris we have 
^
/10-1 )2 ("o—l v 
2 RmiCi(pi\ dn ^ 1 2 | c , | l 
Collecting (5.6), (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10) we obtain that 
= C. 
M*n(F) ^ f tldfi s \ K x Z K i c f - C . 
'="0 
Making here m — a n d observing (1.12) we get the required result: 2 c / < 0 ° -
Now we remove the constraint on T* to be row-finite. This can be done in the 
same way as in ZYGMUND'S book [ 1 6 , p. 205]. For the sake of completeness we give 
the proof here. 
Let t * be an expression analogous to tm, except that the upper limit of summation 
is not oo but a number N=N(m): 
N 
2 • 
n = l 
We take N so large that the following conditions be satisfied: 
(i) 
where 






lim 2 a m n = 1-
m-*co n = l 
F*= U Fm, 
m=1 
fi(F*) < fi(F) 
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and on the set F\F*, which is of positive measure, the mean t*(x) tends to a finite 
limit or is bounded as m —respec t ive ly . But condition (ii) ensures that the t*'s 
are T* means corresponding to a row-finite matrix. Thus the general case is reduced 
to the special case already dealt with. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. The proof closely follows that of a similar theorem 
concerning lacunary trigonometric series in Zygmund's book [16, pp. 205—206]. 
In the course of the proof we assume that c—0 for some i, say /<«„, where n0 
is determined by Theorem 2, since we may always omit a finite number of terms of 
2,Ci<Pi without influencing its T* summability (although this can affect the value of 
the upper or lower bound of the T* means). 
Set 
( m = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
>=i 
Suppose that we have (1.13) for every x£E, (i(E)>0, and that 2 C 1 diverges. Given 
any positive number e, there exist an integer m0 and a set F c £ with F)^—jx(Ey 
such 
tm(x) =s Erm (x£F; m S m0). 
Then 
( 5 . 1 1 ) / 1 t m \ d f i S / { | I M - erm| + erm} d f i = 
F F 
= f {2erm - im} dp = 2ep (F) rm- f t m d f i . 
F F 
We are going to estimate the last integral on the right-hand side by applying, 
Lemma 3. By the Cauchy inequality we get 
(5.12) Jtmdn= 2 RmiCi f (P;dfi 
F i="o F 
if c ; = 0 for /<«o and n0 is chosen so that 
>="o F 
This is possible because of (4.6). 
Therefore, the right-hand side of (5.11) is less than 2 e n ( F ) r m + s r m . This 
shows that 
(5-13) f\tm\dn = o(rm) ( / n ~ ~ ) . 
11/2 oo 11/2 Z r i A 2{f<PiM\ = 
= "0 I '="0 F I 
e r m 
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O n the o the r h a n d , cons ider the inequal i ty 
F F F 
which is an immed ia t e consequence of H o l d e r ' s inequal i ty . By vir tue of T h e o r e m 2, 
t h e l e f t - hand side he re exceeds s o m e fixed mul t ip le of Г2т. O n a c c o u n t of T h e o r e m 1 
the in tegra l J t ^ d n ( s J t ^ d f i ) does n o t exceed s o m e fixed mul t ip le of r ^ . T h u s , 
F 
,J\tm\d/x exceeds s o m e fixed mul t ip le of Гт. T h i s con t rad ic t s (5.13) a n d proves 
F 
T h e o r e m 4. 
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